
The Sacred Path Less Traveled 

Are you ready for a journey of courage 

and wisdom? This journey is yours and 

yours alone. Walking down a path that 

you might have walked before, you 

may see signs of your previous travels 

in some places. Maybe this path is 

brand-new to you and you need to 

summon your courage to take the first 

tentative steps. Whether the path is 

strange or familiar there are twists and 

turns that lead you to new areas to be 

explored, analyzed, and assimilated. 

This is your inner path; a journey not 

for the faint of heart. Your quest is to 

find your inner light which illuminates 

your inner truth. 

It is a sacred path filled with your reactive emotions popping out to be experienced and 

processed along the way. Emotional waterfalls which may obscure the pathway stalls 

your path but have no fear, once you have immersed yourself the path will again show 

itself. The mission is to continue forward (or deeper as it were). Yes, you could retreat 

now, receding to your level of comfort; but then you won’t get any closer to your inner 

truth and without your inner truth you may never find the clear pathway to your goals. 

This takes determination coupled with courage and a channeled action. You will be 

guided by the light ahead of you, follow it because you know it is the just thing to do for 

yourself. Envelope yourself in that blanket of calmness and have confidence in a 

successful outcome. Do not resist. Do not regret. 

Feel your strength; feel the movement within, this is a power that is yours to tap. You 

can succeed in the search; it is in harmony with what is right. The pronouncements of 

inner truths are there. You won’t shy away now. You are resolute in this quest, no matter 

the effects of truth upon you. You discovered your courage and strength along the path. 

Do not wage war against truths you don’t like. Use reason here or you will be thrown 

back to the pathway’s entrance. Know you must work on these disliked truths which 



frighten you to make progress. A correction of self will lead you further along, finding 

more truths, more goals. For the good of you, for the good of all, and the good of 

everything which is connected. We are connected to all which is living and all things as 

far as our heart and third I can see and not see. 

Somewhat tired you return. Rest and refresh. You have finished your journeying for now. 

You are further along your inner pathway. You will be ready to return often. 

After your rest spend time to analyze and assimilate what you learned on your self-

discovery. It is time to roll up your sleeves and take action for self improvement and 

following your goals. Benefit by paying attention to the messages and challenges that 

have been residing in your inner being; bring forth your inner truth. Pay attention to 

omens, messages, and signs brought to you moving forward (no matter in what form 

they show up) -they present themselves to assist you in your outward journey. Stay 

steadfast to your new truth in goals, do not waiver in the flow of opinions from others. 

Be loyal and true to yourself: for you, et.al. 

 

       With Gratitude, 

        Kai 


